I. INTRODUCTION Given the complexity of the full time-dependent nuclear many-body problem, it is desirable to formulate a general hierarchy of successive approximations for treating nuclear dynamics. Ideally, the lowest order theory should provide an intuitively motivated and physically sound approximation for a wide range of dynamical processes. In addition, there must certainly exist a completely systematic series of corrections so that, at least in principle, the evaluation of an observable to any order is conceptually unambiguous. In view of the appreciable progress in the microscopic theory of the ground states of finite nuclei, it is also desirable that in the special case of stationary states, the theory make contact with existing theories for which convergence properties with nuclear potentials have been explored.
The natural starting point for such a theory of nuclear dynamics is the time-dependent meanfield approximation.
The intuitive appeal of the mean-field as the obvious mechanism to govern collective motion and the evolution'of the gross behavior of the nuclear wave function is evident, and has been discussed in some detail in the liter- and writing S'"' in an arbitary time-dependent basis, The transition between the weak and strong coupling solutions occurs at Vr = c/(fV -1) with both E(V) and (dE/dV) continuous at Vr. + V(N, -1) sine, (cos' -, ' a, )e'"« -sin'(2 a, )e ""))]. 4 I, e~i -e~4 =z'N, (a, -iP, sino. , )e @i + , 'N (N, -l)S-I2) (a, +i(i), sino.', )e '+ , 'N p, S(22)(a,-+i()), sina, )e@2.
( 5 9) By equating the real and imaginary parts of Eq. (5.9) to the real and imaginary parts of (4 iIi e~' He~"' i4)) and repeating with the labels 
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A set of matrices which fulfill these conditions is explicitly given in Appendix A.
Static solutions Figure 1 shows the exact energy, E, for a single Fig. 2 and as the T = 0 results in the time-dependent solutions. In contrast, however, the mean values of (J,) and (4, ') -(J, )' shown in the top of the figure are approximated extremely well even in very low orders.
Time4ependent solutions
The projection of the wave function of one 14 particle fragment onto the natural basis after an interaction time of 4 X 10" sec is shown in Fig. 3 . As in Fig. 2 , the exact solution has pronounced odd-even staggering although nonvanishing even iVI~states are now possible through excitation of pairs comprised of one particle from each system. As in Fig. 2 Fig. 4 . The excitation energy, @E, is defined as the mean value 2(HNi +H"') for -the combined system at time T minus the same quantity evaluated at time T = 0 (which is just the stationary state energy for a single system in the same approximation. ) Roughly half of the true excitation energy is described in the mean-field approximation and for the time scales under consideration the S"' truncation yields a reasonably accurate approximation to the full excitation energy. Similarly for (J'"'), defined as -, '(J", '+ J'"') for the combined system, when the suppressed zero of the graph is considered, the mean-field approximation yields a result of the correct order of magnitude and the inclusion of two-body clusters produces quantitative agreement with the exact solution. In both cases, the. operators under consideration involved two-body components so significant contributions from S"' should be expected and, in fact, do arise. Whereas S"' contributes linearly to both (H) and (J"'), since J, is diagonal in ata~, (J, ') only depends &luadratically on S&2&, which explains why (J', ) in Fig. 3 is not as accurate as (J"') in Fig. 4 ' el )'(1, '+I, ') +e"'l, l"e ps'"')~e). By projecting the exact solution onto~4 ), I"~4), I, . '~c') andI I"~C), the values C, 6'"), 8"), and 8, ', 2) were obtained and a.re tabulated in Table I for comparison with the corresponding coupledcluster amplitudes 8'"'. Since the discrepancies (5"' -6"') and (6"' -0) are small relative to the dominant amplitude at each time, we conclude that the 8's evolved with the truncated Schrodinger equation are quite adequate. The normalization constant, C, indicates that only one fourth of the total wave function is comprised of one-particle, one-hole, and two-particle, two-hole components. Table II shows values of J, and J, ' calculated with the exact wave function g, the coupled-cluster wave function |I) +) defined in Eg. (6.2), and a truncated wave function P" obtained by using the exact I"', 3"), and 3, ', 2) amplitudes in Eq. (6.3) and omitting Z~S'"). Since g") agrees much more closely with )t)+) than with ))), clearly the dominant error arises from omission of the sum Z""~$'") rather than the small discrepancies be- All other operators, such as H or S, are constructed as appropriate linear or bilinear combinations of the above matrices. This scheme of dealing with the S" ' level truncation can be easily extended to investigate any higher level of truncation, whereas algebraic evaluation would be almost impossible beyond the two-body approximation.
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